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~Received 10 February 2003; accepted 21 May 2003!

We have made a comparative study of the linewidth enhancement factor~LEF! and chirp in quantum
dot ~QDL’s! and quantum well lasers~QWL’s!. The simulations are based on the quasiequilibrium
approximation and on semiempirical transition energies and amplitudes of InGaAs quantum
pyramid structures. We have accounted for the carriers confined in the active material as well as for
the carriers in all the other material layers. It is found that in the quasiequilibrium approximation
inhomogeneous broadening leads to asymmetric population of the quantum dot ground state. If the
QDL is operated at the gain maximum, the asymmetry leads to nonzero chirp even for a single
bound resonance state located at a large distance from other resonances. Our calculations show that,
by detuning the laser emission to;15 nm shorter wavelengths with a frequency selective cavity and
by tailoring the resonance energies and inhomogeneous broadening, the LEF and chirp of a QDL
can be made very small. This detuning does not add a substantial penalty to the efficiency of the
laser. For QWL’s, a similar reduction of chirp is generally not feasible due to the fundamentally
different density of states. Therefore QDL’s have an important advantage over QWL’s as directly
modulated light sources in applications where the stability of the emission wavelength is critical.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1591059#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum dot lasers~QDL’s! are expected to have sup
rior operational characteristics since thed-function-like den-
sity of states~DOS! of the lasing material can be made
match the photon modes of the Fabry-Pe´rot cavity. This
would give QDL’s the maximum possible material gain for
given carrier density. In actual QD laser structures, howe
the performance is limited by inhomogeneous broaden
and by other nonidealities and losses. Recently it has b
shown that the performance of QDL’s is not limited by slo
carrier relaxation~‘‘phonon bottleneck’’! since under lasing
conditions the carrier dynamics is dominated by fast carr
carrier ~Coulomb! interactions.1–3 Progress has also bee
made in reducing the inhomogeneous broadening and a
low threshold current and other nearly ideal operational ch
acteristics have been demonstrated for QDL’s.4–7

In a recent measurement, Saitoet al.4 showed that the
chirp can be very low in QDL’s. In their measurements, fo
strong modulation of 1 GHz, the chirp was lower than 0.
nm ~2 GHz!, an order of magnitude smaller than in the sim
lar conventional quantum well laser~QWL! they used as a
reference. Chirp causes problems in the channel select
of dense wavelength division multiplexing networks. The
fore low chirp would give QDL’s an important advantage
light sources in high-capacity optical communications. U
derstanding how chirp depends on the lasing material and
structure parameters of the lasers has great technologica
nificance.

In this work, we have studied theoretically the chirp in
QD laser similar to the one used in Ref. 4. In Sec. II w
present the theoretical model used in the calculations. S

a!Electronic mail: jani.oksanen@lce.hut.fi
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tion III describes the laser structures involved in the calcu
tions, and Sec. IV presents the results. A short summar
the main results is given in Sec. V. In the Appendix w
calculate the linewidth enhancement factor~LEF! for an iso-
lated inhomogeneous QD ground state and show that it d
not approach zero even at the limit of vanishing inhomo
neous broadening.

II. THEORY

The potential benefits of using QD’s as the active ma
rial in semiconductor lasers were realized before the first
lasers were fabricated. The advantage of the QDL regard
the temperature dependence of the threshold current was
dicted theoretically by Arakawa and Sakaki in 1982.8 They
also reported experimental evidence of the reduced temp
ture dependence of the threshold current of QWL’s set i
strong external magnetic field. The dependence of the g
and the threshold current on the size of quantum dots
their density in the lasing material was studied by Asadaet
al. in 1986.9 The need to reduce the inhomogeneous bro
ening for maximization of the gain was pointed out by V
hala in 1988.10 The gain and dynamical properties of QDL
based on InGaAs/GaAs were studied by Grundmann
Bimberg11 and Bimberget al.12 According to the last refer-
ence the chirp of a QDL is zero for a single isolated emiss
line. Very recently, Schneideret al.13 have studied the influ-
ence of electron-hole polarization on the dynamics of QDL
They report substantial shift in the gain spectrum as a re
of the coupling between the carriers in the wetting layer a
the carriers that are relaxed in the dot states.

In this work we have made a comparative study of h
the LEF and chirp depend on the change in the density
states when one goes over from conventional QWL’s
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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InGaAs/GaAs QDL’s. Our calculation focuses on a compa
tive study of the QD and QW lasers. Therefore we use
parabolic band model as a first order approximation. In
dition, we study qualitatively the dependence of the LEF a
the chirp on the carrier density and the energies of the bo
QD states. We discuss the influence of many-particle effe
briefly in the Conclusions.

In the linear approximation the material gain is giv
by12

Gm~v, uA!5
pe2m0

22

«0c0nrv
(

m,n,b
E dk g~k!upi f

mnbuAu2

3L„Ecv~k!2\v…@ f c~k!2 f v~k!#, ~1!

wherev is the angular frequency of the photon,uA the unit
vector along the polarization of the photon, andnr the re-
fractive index of the material. The DOS~spin degeneracy
included! is denoted byg(k) and the functionL describes the
spectral linewidth broadening. In the argument ofL, Ecv(k)
is the direct transition energy from conduction to the valen
band. In Eq.~1! pi f

mnbuA is the momentum matrix elemen
evaluated for the photons with polarization along the u
vector uA . The functionsf c,v denote the quasi-Fermi func
tions for the conduction and valence band electrons, res
tively. The sum is taken over the different subbands of
structure:m stands for the electron subbands,n for the hole
subbands, andb indicates the different~heavy and light! hole
~HH and LH! bands. The integration is over the electr
wave vectork.

The conventional Lorentzian linewidth broadening fun
tion becomes inaccurate below the band gap energy. Th
fore we have used the broadening factor suggested
Asada14:

L~\v2Ecv!5
@G/ f v~0!# f v~\v2Ecv!

~\v2Ecv!21$@G/ f v~0!# f v~\v2Ecv!%2
.

~2!

HereG5\/t is the lifetime broadening factor. Equation~2!
resembles a Lorentzian except for the lower part of the sp
trum, where it decays exponentially. The exponential de
~included in the Fermi factors! results from additional broad
ening effects caused by intraband relaxation process14

Without this exponential decay the absorption of the b
layers even below the band gap could dominate over
modal gain of the QD’s.

The dependence of the momentum matrix element on
direction of the electron wave vector in the well layers h
been taken into account by the approximate formula15

upi f
mnbuAu255

1

4
~11cos2u!m0Ep/2, TE, b5HH,

1

2
sin2~u!m0Ep/2, TM, b5HH,

2

3
2upi f

mnHHuAu2, b5LH,

~3!

where cos2u5@Ec
m(0)1Ev

nb(0)#/@Ecv(k)2Eg#. Ec
m(k) @Ev

nb(k)#
denotes the energy of the electron~hole! measured from the
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conduction~valence! band edge,Ecv(k) is the total transition
energy, andEg is the band gap energy of the QW material.
Eq. ~3! Ep is the Kane matrix element.

The average material gain of the mainly inhomog
neously broadened QD layer is obtained statistically fr
Eq. ~1! and given by11

GQD~v, uA!5
2pe2m0

22

«0cnrvV (
m,n,b

P~\v, s!

3upi f
mnbuAu2@ f c~Ec!2 f v~Ev!#. ~4!

The inhomogeneous broadening function of the QD ene
levels,P(\v, s), is assumed to be Gaussian:

P~\v, s!5
1

A2ps
exp$2@\v2Ecv~k!#2/~2s2!%. ~5!

To account for the lower maximum gain of strongly broa
ened QD states, the standard deviations in Eq.~5! were cal-
culated using the relative standard deviations r and the rela-
tion s5s r@Ec

m(0)1Ev
nb(0)# @see Eq.~3! for the symbols#.

In addition to the carriers confined in the QD’s, we a
count for the carriers in the wetting layer and the barrier a
optical cladding layers, whose material gain is calculated
ing Eq. ~1!. The total gainG is the sum of all these materia
gains weighted by the appropriate optical confinement f
tors.

According to the Kramers-Kronig relation the refractiv
index nr and the gain are related by16

nr~\v!215
ch

2p2
PE

0

` 2G~E!

E22~\v!2
dE. ~6!

For the calculation of the change ofnr , the numerical inte-
gration can be limited to that part of the spectrum where
gain changes as a result of a change in the carrier den
The upper limit of integration is set to several hundreds
meV above the band gap of the optical cladding layer and
lower limit is below the broadened QD ground state sp
trum.

The linewidth enhancement factor was calculated from16

LEF~\v!522k0

]nr /]ne

]G/]ne
, ~7!

wherek0 is the photon wave number in vacuum andne is the
carrier density.

In the first approximation the chirp of the laser can
calculated using the standard laser rate equations

dN

dt
5

I

e
2vG~N!S2

N

t rec
, ~8!

dS

dt
5v„G~N!2a…S1

Nh

t r
, ~9!

whereN is the number of electrons in the system,I the in-
jection current,v the velocity of light,S the number of pho-
tons in the cavity, andt rec the recombination lifetime of the
carriers with the stimulated emission excluded. The to
losses are denoted bya, the radiative carrier lifetime byt r ,
and the coupling of spontaneous emission to the laser m
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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by h. Solving Eqs.~8! and ~9! gives the carrier density dur
ing the relaxation oscillations caused by direct current mo
lation. Knowing the carrier density as a function of tim
enables us to determine the corresponding changes in
refractive index. The chirp is then obtained fromDl
5(nr

max2nr
min)l0, wherenr

max andnr
min are the maximum and

minimum values ofnr experienced during the relaxation o
cillations.

The rate equation model in Eqs.~8! and ~9! assumes
single mode operation of the laser and neglects a numbe
unidealities like the spectral and spatial hole burning effe
and carrier diffusion processes. These processes will be
subject of a separate work.

III. SIMULATED STRUCTURES

The QDL structure selected for simulation mimics t
QDL used in Ref. 4. It includes a 1.5mm n2Al0.3Ga0.7As
optical cladding layer, a 50 nm GaAs barrier layer, thr
InAs QD layers separated by 55 nm GaAs barrier laye
again a 50 nm GaAs barrier layer, and a 1.5mm p
2Al0.3Ga0.7As cladding layer. We also included three 1 n
thick wetting layers giving rise to one bound state of ele
trons and holes each. The two-dimensional density of
quantum dots is 5.731010cm22. The laser cavity has a
highly reflective coating to give a reflection coefficient
R50.99, its length is 970mm, and its width is 2.5mm.

A quantitatively accurate calculation of the electron a
hole confinement energies in a QD is difficult due to t
large uncertainties in the shape and dimension of the qu
tum dots in the fabricated QD’s. Therefore we used th
semiempirical sets of QD electron and hole confinement
ergies in our calculations. The first set of energy levels~ES1!
is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 and the other two~ES2 and
ES3! in Fig. 2. Comparing calculated LEF and chirp valu
for the three sets of QD energy levels should give a go
qualitative picture of how the dynamical properties of t
QDL change as a function of the strength of the confinem
effect. The results shown in Figs 1, 3, and 4~a!–4~c! corre-
spond to ES1. For ES2 and ES3 we only give a summar
the results in Sec. IV. For all these structures the rela
standard deviation of inhomogeneous broadening was s
s r50.12, resulting in ground state full widths at half max
mum ~FWHM’s! of 20 meV for ES1 and ES2 and 40 me
for ES3.

The oscillator strength involved in the expressions
gain @Eqs. ~1! and ~4!# depends critically on the overlap in
tegrals of the envelope wave functions. Recently it has b
shown that the envelope overlap factors of the ground s
transitions can be as low asz^C0

cuC0
v& z2'0.17 for small py-

ramidal QD’s.17 Here we usedz^C0
cuC0

v& z2 as a paramete
and studied its influence on the LEF and the chirp. The
sults shown in Figs. 1–4~c! were obtained withz^C0

cuC0
v& z2

50.5. For the bound QD states we assumed the degene
factor gnp52np where np51, ... is the principal quantum
number.

An ideal reference QW laser would be based on exa
the same III-V compounds as the QDL above and have
same emission wavelength of 1.24mm. However, a GaAs/
Downloaded 25 Nov 2005 to 130.233.231.44. Redistribution subject to AI
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InGaAs QW structure is limited to shorter wavelength
Therefore we used a multiple-QW laser made of the qua
nary compound GaxIn12xAsyP12y as a reference. The G
and As fractions were set tox50.26 andy50.56 in the well
~well width 7.2 nm! andx50.15 andy50.33 in the barrier
~barrier width 10 nm!. This QWL has approximately the
same emission wavelength as the QDL structures abov18

The calculation of the QWL gain is based on the parabo
approximation, accounting for one confined electron le
and three confined hole levels as well as the thr

FIG. 1. The absorption spectra of the laser structures for very low ca
densities:~a! the quantum dot laser~ES1! and ~b! the quantum well laser.
The inset in~a! shows the energy levels of ES1.

FIG. 2. The other choices of energy levels~not in scale! used in the calcu-
lations: ~a! ES2 with four conduction band energy levels and~b! ES3 with
two widely separated conduction band energy levels.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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dimensional~3D! continua corresponding to the barriers a
the cladding.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results were calculated for the transverse elec
~TE! mode and room temperature with linear polarizati
fixed in the QW plane. Figure 1 shows the absorption spe
for the QDL and QWL structures. The intrinsic lifetime use
for calculations of the lifetime broadening in the QW’s w
set tot570 fs.15 The gain spectra in the vicinity of the QD
and QW emission lines for different carrier densities a
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the calculated gain, change of the ref
tive index relative to zero injection level, and LEF of th
QDL and QWL as a function of the carrier density for tw
different transition energies, specified in detail below.

A. Laser operation at the gain maximum

The total losses and the frequency response of the l
cavity determine the steady state operating point of the la
For a 30mm wide QDL an internal loss of 130/m has be
reported.6,19 In determining the operating point of the sim
lated laser structures we used a slightly larger, but still v
small, value of 210/m for the losses. Assuming that ther
no frequency selection~except for the Fabry-Pe´rot mode
structure! by the cavity, we obtain for ES1 and the QWL th
threshold carrier densitiesnth

QDL51.431021m23 and nth
QWL

54.531022m23. The maximum values of gain (G
5210/m) for these carrier densities are located at emis
energies\vG

QDL51018 meV and\vG
QWL51010 meV.

Comparing the energy of the QDL gain maximum wi
the resonance energy of 1025 meV, we conclude that for

FIG. 3. ~a! QDL gain for selected carrier densities in the vicinity of th
lowest recombination lines QD0 and QD1 of ES1 and~b! QWL gain for the
same photon energy range.
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QDL the gain maximum of the QDL does n

coincide with the (joint) DOS maximumbut is redshifted
from the maximum of the QDL ground state DOS by 7 me
Similar redshifts of gain maxima were obtained for oth
choices of energy levels. The redshift of the gain maxim
from the DOS maximum is a general result for inhomog
neously broadened QD ensembles obeying Fermi-Dirac
tistics. This implies that at finite temperature the ground st
gain of a QDL is not symmetric with respect to the ga
maximum~see Fig. 3! and accordingly the LEF of a QDL is
never zero at this operation point. For reference, we h
shown in the Appendix that this result holds true even wh
the influence of the higher QD emission lines and the wett
layers is neglected.

The LEF value 1.1 obtained for ES1 is lower than t
LEF value 2.2 of the reference QWL only by a factor of
@see Figs. 4~c! and 4~f!#. In the case of the QDL it is noted
that for ES1 only one-third of the total LEF value is due
the excited states, leaving a contribution of 0.7 to arise fr
the ground state alone.

It is reasonable to expect that the LEF decreases w
the inhomogeneous broadenings of the ground state de
creases. This was confirmed by our calculations. With

FIG. 4. The gain of~a! the QDL and~d! the QWL, the change of the
refractive index of~b! the QDL and~e! the QWL, and the LEF as a function
of carrier density for~c! the QDL and~f! the QWL. Photon energies\vG

~solid lines! correspond to the energies of the gain maximum at lasing c
ditions (a5210/m) and\v ~dashed lines! energies slightly above the gain
maximum to demonstrate the reduction of LEF due to laser detuning.
short vertical lines denote the threshold carrier densities for total losse
210/m.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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inhomogeneous broadening reduced from FWHM520 to 10
and 5 meV, the LEF is reduced from 1.1 to about 0.9 and
respectively. However, it was found that the LEF does not
to zero even in the limit FWHM→0.

The calculations were repeated for other choices of
ergy levels. For ES3 we obtained LEF51.3. The larger value
of LEF ~compared to ES1! is due to the larger inhomoge
neous broadening of the ground state: the gain peak is
located at a lower energy~further away from the DOS maxi
mum! and the ground state contribution to the LEF has
creased. In contrast to ES1 and ES3, the LEF for ES2 is o
slightly lower (LEF'1.8) than for the QWL (LEF'2.2),
because the gain spectrum does not have as clear a ga
tween the first excited level and the wetting layer.

We also studied the effect of the total cavity losses a
the overlap integral of the dipole amplitude on the LEF
ES1. The minimum LEF of about 0.8 was obtained for to
losses of about 2000/m. The LEF depends on the ca
losses because the laser resonance approaches the
maximum when the threshold gain increases. At still hig
carrier densities, the LEF starts increasing again becaus
the gain saturation of the ground state. The envelope ove
function appearing in the optical matrix element influenc
the LEF through the same mechanisms as the cavity los

The LEF is not strongly temperature dependent n
room temperature, but it begins to increase at low and h
temperatures, the limits depending on the energy separa
of the dot energy states.

B. Laser operation away from the gain maximum

Next, we assumed that the lasers were forced to ope
12 meV above the gain maximum of the previous section
using frequency selective cavities. The corresponding em
sion energies are\vQDL51030 meV~this is 5 meV above
the QDL ground state DOS maximum! and \vQWL

51022 meV. As a result the refractive index of the QD
@Fig. 4~b!# changes drastically. The LEF of the QDL at th
operation point reduces to LEF'0.04. For the QWL the LEF
becomes;1.1. This energy shift also increases the thresh
carrier density@Fig. 4~a!# and threshold current tonth

QDL

51.931021m23 ~36% increase! and QWL 5.031022m23

~11% increase! for the QDL and the QWL, respectively.
It is concluded that, due to the shape of the DOS,

LEF of a QDL can be made approximately zero by bluesh
ing the operation point from the gain maximum. In the ca
of a QWL the value of the LEF does decrease but it is
likely that the value zero can be obtained for realistic str
tures under lasing conditions.

C. Chirp

We have used the rate equations@Eqs. ~8! and ~9!# in
their simplest form to calculate an estimate for the chirp
the two lasers. A 1 GHz sinusoidal signal biased atI th

13.6 mA and amplitude 1.633.6 mA was used as a stimulu
in the rate equations for both lasers. The threshold curr
were set to 4 and 30 mA for the QDL and QWL, respe
tively, and the spontaneous emission couplingh was given a
value of 1024. When the two lasers were made to operate
Downloaded 25 Nov 2005 to 130.233.231.44. Redistribution subject to AI
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the gain maximum, the changes of the refractive index w
1.531024 ~QDL! and 1.031024 ~QWL!, and the resulting
chirps becameDl'0.19 nm ~37 GHz! and 0.13 nm~25
GHz!. The modulation used to calculate the chirp pushed
lasers below the threshold, and therefore the values of
chirp are not in good proportion to the values of the LEF

For the blueshifted lasers, the changes of refractive in
ces for the QDL and QWL became 631026 and 5.4
31025, respectively. The corresponding chirps areDl
'0.0074 nm~1.5 GHz! and 0.067 nm~13 GHz!. The very
low LEF of the blueshifted QDL makes its frequency almo
independent of the strong current modulation.

D. Comparison to experiments and other calculations

The laser structures used here are idealizations regar
the strict selection rules, perfect Gaussian inhomogene
broadening of QD states, and single mode laser opera
etc. However, qualitatively our results agree well with t
measured photon energy and carrier density dependenc
the LEF.6,20–22 Note that the record low LEF value 0.1 i
Ref. 6 was obtained below the laser threshold.

Our first approximation calculations neglect quantitati
treatment of transition amplitudes and nonlinearities in
absorption as well as band gap renormalization. Recen
Schneideret al.13 treated the latter two effects using th
semiconductor Bloch equation approach. They excluded
interactions of carriers confined in the QD’s. However, a
cording to recent first principles calculations of Braske´n et
al.23 these interactions are very prominent. The most p
zling feature is that the experiment24 does not agree with the
reported large redshifts of Schneideret al. Therefore further
theoretical and computational work is still needed to quan
our present understanding of QDL dynamics.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the gain, refractive index, LEF, a
chirp of a QDL and a QWL in the quasiequilibrium distribu
tion and parabolic band approximations. We found that
dominant contribution to the LEF results from the Q
ground state emission line itself. We also show in the App
dix that, in counterdistinction to a previous work,12 even for
a single isolated inhomogeneously broadened emission
the LEF is never zero at the gain maximum.

We found that the LEF can be made zero if the abso
tion spectrum of a QDL for a very low carrier density d
creases strongly above~within ;kT) the laser frequency
For a QDL with widely separated absorption peaks this
quirement is well satisfied. The inhomogeneous broaden
mainly determines the magnitude of the blueshift required
attain zero LEF: the smaller the broadening, the smaller
blueshift. Small detuning generally increases the thresh
current of the laser by a few tens of percent.

APPENDIX

In this appendix we consider the LEF of a single isolat
discrete resonance line. We account for the inhomogene
broadening and assume thermal quasiequilibrium. There
two goals for this appendix. First, we study the small inh
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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mogeneous broadening region (s!kT) and show that the
LEF evaluated at the gain maximum does not approach
even at the limit of zero inhomogeneous broadening. N
that we retain the assumption that homogeneous broade
is insignificant in comparison to the inhomogeneous bro
ening. Second, we plot the LEF for various injection lev
and emission energies.

We start by replacing the Fermi distribution of the co
duction band electrons by the linear approximation

f c~E!5
1

2
2

E2Ef
c

4kT
, ~A1!

whereEf
c is the Fermi energy of the electrons. This appro

mation is good when (E2Ef
c)!kT.

When we assume that the densities of electrons
holes in the system are equal and replace the Fermi mod
tion f c2 f v of Eq. ~4! with 2 f c(E)21, the gain of the en-
semble in the linear approximation is given by

G~\v, Ef
c!5

Gmaxs0

4skT
e2(\v2E0)2/2s2

~\v2E022Ef
c!.

~A2!

Here E0 is the energy of the Gaussian resonance line.
keep the total number of electron states constant w
changing the inhomogeneous broadenings, we have normal-
ized the maximum gain asGmaxs0 /s. HereGmax is the maxi-
mum gain occurring at complete inversion (Ef

c5`) for in-
homogeneous broadenings5s0 . The transition energy\v
and electron energyE are related byE5(\v2E0/2). The
energy zero is set to the maximum of the conduction b
DOS.

The location of the gain maximum is found by maximi
ing Eq. ~A2! with respect to\v and is given by

\vG5E01Ef
c2A~Ef

c!21s2. ~A3!

The Fermi level at laser threshold is now obtained from E
~A2! by solvingG(\vG, Ef

c)5a for Ef
c :

Ef
c5

sA2

2 F12LvS Gmax
2 s0

2

16a2k2T2D G YALvS Gmax
2 s0

2

16a2k2T2D
5CLs. ~A4!

Here Lv is the Lambert W function satisfying
Lv(x)exp@Lv(x)#5x, anda is the total loss of the laser cav
ity. Note that in this approximation the Fermi level is linear
dependent ons. Therefore the conditions!kT leads to (E
2Ef

c)!kT for a!Gmaxs0 /s and the linear Fermi approxi
mation is justified.

The LEF can also be defined using the Fermi levels

LEF52k0

]nr /]Ef
c

]G/]Ef
c

. ~A5!
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Next we substitute the gain@Eq. ~A2!# and the refractive
index @Eq. ~6!# in Eq. ~A5! and move the derivative insid
the integral of Eq.~6!. We also divide the integrand into
symmetric and antisymmetric functions with respect to\v.
Here we assume for simplicity that the factor 1/(E22\v2) is
antisymmetric with respect to\v, which is an acceptable
approximation for the energies concerned. Eliminating
antisymmetric integral gives

LEF5E
0

\v

24che2(\v2E)2/2s2

53
sinh@~\v2E!~\v2E0!/s2#

pl~\v2E!~\v1E!
dE. ~A6!

Making the change of variablesE→A2su1\v and substi-
tuting \vG @Eq. ~A3!# andEf

c @Eq. ~A4!# gives in the limit
s→0

LEF5
24ch

pl E
2\vG /A2s

0 e2u2
sinh~A2uC!

u~2\vG1A2su!
du

→ 24ch

pla\vG
E

2`

0 e2u2
sinh~A2uC!

u
du

5
22ch

la\vG
erfiSA2

2
CD . ~A7!

The factor 2\vG1sE has been replaced witha\vG , where
a#@1, 2# and C5CL2ACL

211 @see Eq.~A4!#. Equation
~A7! gives the upper and lower bounds to the value of
LEF. At the smalls limit a'2, because the integrand
peaked close tosu50. For QDL parameters like those use
for ES1, the lower bound is'1.

FIG. 5. The contribution of an inhomogeneously broadened isolated gro
state to LEF as a function of transition energy for different injection lev
~the Fermi levelsEf

c are measured from the center of the conduction ba
ground state!. The inset shows the corresponding gain profiles. We no
that the ground state LEF is not generally zero.
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For comparison, we also calculated the LEF of an inh
mogeneously broadened isolated ground statewithout incor-
porating the linear Fermi approximation but assuming
antisymmetry of the factor 1/(E22\vG

2 ). The parameters o
the ensemble were chosen to bes525 meV andE051 eV.
The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Note that the LEF
a laser operating at the gain maximum approaches the v
of LEF of a laser operating at the DOS maximum at hi
injection levels. In real structures, however, the gain satu
tion in the presence of excited states starts to increase
LEF significantly at high carrier densities. We conclude th
for inhomogeneously broadened quasithermally distribu
quantum dots the ground state contribution to the LEF
never zero when the laser operates at the gain maxim
contrary to Ref. 12.

FIG. 6. The contribution of an inhomogeneously broadened isolated gro
state to LEF as a function of the Fermi level. The LEF is calculated for
different energies: for the energy of DOS maximum\vD (5E0) and for the
energy at which the gain maximum occurs\vG . The location of the gain
maximum\vG is plotted in the inset as a function of the injection level
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